
AZ Insider: Which AZ Restaurants Named Most Romantic?

Written by Written by Kathy Shayna Shocket

Kathy Shayna Shocket has the inside view on the stories that make headlines. 

Kathy dishes on how some AZ spots made the national list.

 Scrumptious food combined with an alluring ambience, and superb service. Those are some of the main ingredients that helped restaurants
across the country make the most romantic list.  And five Arizona restaurants are on that list. It's The Open Table 100 Most Romantic
Restaurants. 

So who, according to Open Table, sets the most romantic tables in Arizona? The seductive spots are A Different Pointe of View in Phoenix
overlooking the city,(pictured above)  L’Auberge de Sedona in Sedona, The Melting Pot in Tucson, SASSI in North Scottsdale and Cafe
Monarch in its romantic setting in Old Town Scottsdale (pictured below.)

 

Phillip Lewkowicz, owner of  Cafe Monarch says they are so pleased. “We are absolutely thrilled that our unique approach has been
recognized by Open Table. We are a family operated restaurant and really pride ourselves in treating every guest as if they were family.” 

Open Table says its list honors the seductive spots at which couples are creating connections and savoring delicious memories. Its list of

honorees is based on an analysis of more than five  million reviews of more than 20,000 restaurants across the country, which they explain are

all submitted by verified diners.

Open Table is an online real-time restaurant-reservation service that provides online reservations for about restaurants around the world.

Bon Apetit!

Kathy Shayna Shocket is a freelance Writer and TV -Field Producer based in Phoenix, AZ. The former TV Reporter has written for
publications such as TIME Magazine, Money Magazine, PEOPLE Magazine,The Hollywood Reporter and The NEW YORK TIMES. You
can reach her at   redkarpetgirl@aol.com
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